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Abstract
This work is concerned with MultiSpectral Imaging (MSI) and image processing of ancient manuscripts. The
writings imaged are partially in a bad condition, since they are partially faded-out or have been erased and
overwritten. Therefore, a transcription by philologists belonging to our project team is aggravated. In order to
increase the legibility, the manuscripts investigated have been imaged with a portable MSI system. While the
imaging in selected narrow spectral ranges gained a legibility increase, post-processing techniques can be applied
to the MSI data in order to gain a further contrast enhancement. For this purpose, three different dimension
reduction techniques are applied to the manuscripts. A qualitative analysis shows that these techniques are capable
of increasing the legibility of the ancient writings, compared to unprocessed multispectral images.

1. Introduction

This work is concerned with the imaging and post-
processing of ancient manuscripts, which are of particular
interest for philologists. The manuscripts are partially de-
graded, e.g. they are corrupted by mold or contain faded-
out or even erased writings. In order to facilitate a transcrip-
tion by scholars and to preserve this cultural heritage, the
manuscripts have been imaged with a MultiSpectral Imag-
ing (MSI) system. MSI has proven to be a valuable tool for
the investigation of such manuscripts, since it is capable of
enhancing the contrast of faded-out writings [LDSM08].

MSI has not only been used for the enhancement of faded-
out writings, but also for the enhancement of erased texts
contained in a palimpsest. The term palimpsest stems from
the Greek word palimpsestos - meaning scraped again - and
describes a manuscript, which originally contained a single
writing that has been erased and overwritten with a younger
text. The reason for the replacement of such original texts
was that parchment was a precious material in former times.
The original text is also named underwriting, whereas the
younger writing is called overwriting. MSI can be used to
recover such underwritings, as it has been demonstrated in
the case of the famous Archimedes palimpsest [ECBK11].

Multispectral images can serve as a basis for further post-

processing techniques, like image binarization or Optical
Character Recognition (OCR). Such techniques are typically
designed for grayscale images or RGB images and hence
they cannot be applied directly on a multispectral scan of a
document. Instead a single channel - or an RGB image - of
the multispectral scan has to be selected or the dimension of
the multispectral scan has to be lowered. Several authors -
like [ECBK11] or [HC13] - have shown that by combining
the information of several multispectral channels into a sin-
gle or multiple images, the contrast of such degraded writ-
ings can be increased. For instance, Salerno et al. [STB07]
have shown that dimension reduction techniques - like Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) - can be used to lower
the dimensionality of a multispectral scan of degraded writ-
ings. The authors show that by reducing the dimensionality,
the contrast of the Archimedes palimpsest can be increased,
compared to unprocessed multispectral images.

While PCA is an unsupervised dimension reduction tool,
we propose the usage of a supervised dimension reduc-
tion technique, namely Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA). Since LDA is a supervised technique it is necessary
to select a subset of the multispectral observations and to la-
bel them as belonging to different classes. In our case we are
searching for a discrimination between the foreground class,
e.g. the writing, and the background class, e.g. unwritten
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parchment. In the case of palimpsests, a three-class problem
is considered, whereby the younger overwriting is defined
by the third class. Since the manual selection and labeling
of multispectral samples is a time-consuming task, we pro-
pose an automated labeling strategy. The labeling strategy
makes use of document image analysis methods in order to
label selected samples. The method is evaluated by means of
a qualitative analysis, which is performed by scholars. The
evaluation shows that the enhancement technique proposed
is partially superior compared to unsupervised dimension re-
duction techniques.

This work is structured as follows: In Section 2 an
overview on the related work is given. In Section 3, the MSI
setup used is introduced and in Section 4 the enhancement
method is detailed. Afterwards, the method is evaluated and
comparative results are provided. Finally, a conclusion is
drawn in Section 6.

2. Related Work

The previously mentioned Archimedes palimpsest has been
investigated by Easton et al. [ECBK11]. The authors imaged
this particular codex in selected narrow spectral ranges. The
different spectral ranges are provided by multispectral LED
panels. Easton et al. report that the ancient palimpsest text,
also called underwriting, is most visible in the UltraViolet
(UV) range. The authors apply the PCA technique and report
that this tool is capable of enhancing the contrast of the un-
derwriting, compared to unprocessed multispectral images.

The Archimedes palimpsest is also investigated in
[STB07]. Therein, the author apply the PCA technique and
another unsupervised dimension reduction technique named
Independent Component Analysis (ICA). The authors show
that both techniques can be used for the separation of the
over- and underwriting and additionally can be used to gain
a contrast enhancement of the palimpsest text.

Two different palimpsests are examined by Rapantzikos
and Balas [RB05]. The system used is a hyperspectral imag-
ing system, which enables an imaging in 34 spectral bands,
ranging from UV to NearInfraRed (NIR) - namely from
360nm to 1150nm. The spectral ranges are provided by a
tunable optical filter. The authors apply PCA and a super-
vised unmixing approach named Linear Spectral Mixture
Analysis (LSMA). Example results show that the LSMA
outcomes are partially inferior to the corresponding PCA
outputs.

Lettner et al. [LDSM08] present an MSI setup that makes
use of a filter wheel, providing 8 different spectral bands,
ranging from UV to NIR. The system is used for the imaging
of a single text, which is partially degraded since it contains
faded-out characters and is corrupted by background clutter.
Due to the bad condition of the manuscript, the authors ap-
ply the PCA transformation on the multispectral scans. Ad-
ditionally, they propose an approach, which is based on Mul-

tivariate Spatial Correlation (MSC) [War85]. This approach
is used to enhance text regions, which are found by a text
line detection method. Resulting images show that the MSC
method is superior compared to the PCA technique.

An enhancement method for historical documents and
paintings is presented in [KDB11]. The method combines an
RGB image taken in the visible range with multispectral im-
ages taken in the NIR range. The combination is performed
in the gradient domain and the resulting images exhibit less
artifacts than the original RGB images, while the original
texture is preserved.

Hedjam et al. [HC13] propose an enhancement technique
for documents that are corrupted by ink bleed-through, paper
fluctuations etc. Such degradations are reduced, by combin-
ing information contained in the visible spectrum with in-
formation contained in the NIR range. The authors note that
iron-gall based ink vanishes in the NIR range, while degra-
dations are still visible in this spectral range. The method
proposed makes use of this behavior in order to find degra-
dations in the NIR range and to restore the affected regions
by applying an image inpainting algorithm. The method is
evaluated by applying binarization algorithms on enhanced
images and on unprocessed multispectral images. The re-
sults show that a better binarization performance is gained
on the enhancement results.

3. MSI System

Our MSI system is illustrated in Figure 1 (left). The MSI
system used makes use of two cameras: (a) A grayscale NIR
Hamamatsu C9300-124 camera that has a spatial resolution
of 4000× 2672px and a spectral response between 300 nm
and 1000 nm. (b) A Nikon D4 SLR camera with a resolution
of 4928× 3280px. The SLR camera is used for white light
images and UV fluorescence photographs and the grayscale
camera is used for MSI. 11 different spectral ranges
are provided by two Eureka!LightTM(Equipoise imaging,
Archimedes project [EKCB03]) LED panels, whose spectra
are shown in Figure 1 (right). By making use of LED illumi-
nation the heat and thermal stress put on the manuscripts is
reduced compared to a broadband illumination - like tung-
sten illumination [CB12]. Additionally, by using narrow-
band illumination, it is not necessary to filter the reflected
light with optical filters, since the incident light is already
filtered. However, in order to enable UV fluorescence and
UV reflectography imaging, two filters are still required for
filtering light with a wavelength below - respectively above
- 400 nm. For this reason, these two filters are built in a filter
wheel.

A portion of a palimpsest with the shelfmark ’Suppl. Gr.
200’ is shown in Figure 2. The white light image exhibits
mainly the overwriting. On the contrary, the underwriting is
best visible under UV light. In the example shown the un-
derwriting is most visible in the UV reflectography image,
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Figure 1: (Left) Illustration of the MSI setup. (Right) Spectra of the multispectral LED panels.

but also partially visible in the UV fluorescence image. Al-
though the contrast of the underwriting is enhanced in the
UV images, the legibility of the degraded text is neverthe-
less limited since it is not easily distinguishable from the
remaining background. Therefore, enhancement strategies
have been applied to the MSI data in order gain a further
contrast enhancement.

4. Enhancement

The enhancement method proposed makes use of Fisher
LDA. Therefore, the underlying statistical theory is briefly
introduced in the following. Since LDA is a supervised di-
mension reduction it is necessary to select a subset of the
multispectral observations and to label the observations as
belonging to different classes. For this purpose an automated
labeling strategy is suggested that makes use of spatial infor-
mation. The labeling and enhancement procedures are ex-
plained in Section 4.2.

4.1. Linear Discriminant Analysis

The LDA is seeking for a projection W that is maximizing
the within-class scatter and the between-class scatter. The
within-class scatter is defined as

SW =
c

∑
i=1

∑
xk∈Xi

(xk −mi)(xk −mi)
′ (1)

where c depicts the number of classes, xk is a sample be-
longing to a class Xi and mi is the mean of the class. The
between-class matrix is defined by

SB =
c

∑
i=1

Ni(mi −m)(mi −m)′ (2)

where Ni depicts the number of samples in the class Xi
and m is the total mean vector over the mean vectors mi. The
projection W is found by maximizing the criterion function:

J(W) =
W′SBW
W′SWW

. (3)

It is noted in [DHS01] that the PCA transformation finds
components that are useful for the representation of the
data, whereas the LDA is searching for components which
are convenient for discrimination. In the case of palimpsest
texts, we are considering a three class problem (c = 3) and
we are searching for a discrimination between the underwrit-
ing class X1, the background class X2 and the overwriting
class X3. For this purpose, a subset of all multispectral ob-
servations x is used for the calculation of W. The subset con-
sists of several multispectral observations xk, whereby the
length of each observation is equal to the number of chan-
nels in a particular multispectral scan.

It should be noted that in the following, the restoration
of palimpsest texts is described. However, the method can
also be applied to degraded manuscripts, which contain only
a single writing. In this case, a two class problem (c = 2)
is considered: Therefore, the labeling step for the overwrit-
ing is omitted and solely the degraded writing is labeled and
enhanced in a procedure that is similar to the underwriting
detection, detailed in Section 4.2.2.

4.2. Enhancement Method

The LDA based enhancement method for palimpsests is
searching for a discrimination between the overwriting, un-
derwriting and background class. Therefore, it is necessary
to detect and afterwards label several selected samples. For
this purpose, document image analysis methods are em-
ployed. In a first step, the overwriting is detected by applying
a simple procedure. Afterwards, the underwriting is detected
in an iterative procedure. Both tasks are explained in the fol-
lowing.

4.2.1. Overwriting Detection

The detection of the younger writing X3 is performed on
a single multispectral image, since the overwriting is usu-
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Figure 2: Suppl. Gr. 200 manuscript portion. From left to right: Image taken under white light. UV fluorescence image. UV
reflectography image.

ally in a better condition than the underwriting and recog-
nizable in the visible range. In the case of the ’Suppl. Gr.
200’ manuscripts, we noticed that the overwriting is visi-
ble in RGB images taken under white light, while the un-
derwriting is barely visible in these images. Therefore, the
overwriting is detected on the red channel of RGB images,
by applying a simple binarization approach.

The binarization approach chosen has been suggested by
Su et al. [SLT10] and is especially designed for ancient
text documents. The algorithm considers the image con-
trast, which is defined by the intensity maximas and min-
imas within local neighborhoods. These local intensity ex-
trema are used for the generation of a contrast image, which
is defined as:

D(x,y) =
fmax(x,y)− fmin(x,y)

fmax(x,y)+ fmin(x,y)+ ε
, (4)

where fmax(x,y) and fmin(x,y) are the maximum and min-
imum intensity values in a local neighborhood. The de-
nominator consists of an infinitely small number ε, which
prevents a division by zero, and a normalization term
fmax(x,y)+ fmin(x,y). This normalization term is used in or-
der to lower the influence of background variations and to
enable a detection of faded out characters. In Figure 3 (left)
the contrast image is shown that is gained by applying the
method on the parchment portion shown in Figure 2.

The algorithm proceeds with an identification of the
stroke boundaries. It is assumed that the local contrast is es-
pecially high at stroke boundaries - compared to the back-
ground - and the character boundaries are detected by ap-
plying a global Otsu threshold. The foreground pixels found
at this juncture are called high contrast pixels. The overall
segmentation is concluded by a detection of the foreground
pixels, which are in the near of the high contrast pixels. A
pixel is classified as a text pixel if the following conditions
are met: On the one hand the pixel must have at least a cer-
tain number of high contrast pixels in its local neighborhood.
On the other hand the intensity value of the pixel must be
equal or smaller than the average intensity value of the high
contrast pixels within the same neighborhood window. The

Figure 3: Binarization. (Left) Contrast image. (Right) Bina-
rization result.

output of the method is shown in Figure 3 (right). The entire
foreground pixels found are labeled as belonging to the class
X3.

4.2.2. Underwriting Detection

While the detection of the overwriting is straightforward, the
detection of the underwriting is more complicated since the
text is often barely visible in the MSI scan - as it has been
shown in Figure 2. Therefore the underwriting is not de-
tected on multispectral images, but instead on images that
are gained by applying the PCA transformation. Those im-
ages are hereafter denoted as PCA images. Figure 4 shows
the first four PCA images that are obtained after applying
PCA on the multispectral images shown in Figure 2. It can
be seen that the underwriting is partially better visible in
the PCA images compared to multispectral images. Simi-
lar to [LDSM08], we observed that the degraded writing is
emphasized by multiple Principle Components (PC) and it is
not predefined, which PC enhances the underwriting.

Since the underwriting can be emphasized by multiple
PC’s the first k PCA images have to be considered. It was ex-
perimentally found that for the ’Suppl. Gr. 200’ manuscript,
the underwriting is usually enhanced by one or more of the
first four PC’s. Therefore, the following labeling procedure
is applied on each of the first four PCA images.

While the overwriting can be successfully detected by ap-
plying a binarization algorithm, a labeling of the underwrit-
ing by binarization is error-prone due to the smaller con-
trast and the presence of background clutter. Instead, we
noticed that the text line scheme is better recognizable in
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the PCA images than the faded-out characters. Therefore,
a subset of the multispectral samples is labeled as belong-
ing to a text line region or an intermediate region between
two text lines. In order to detect text line and intermediate
regions a text line detection method is applied on the PCA
image. The text line detection method is similar to the one
suggested in [YHKD09] and is based on Local Projection
Profiles (LPP). The algorithm is based on the assumption
that vertical projection profiles assume local minima at text
line positions and local maximas between text lines. The al-
gorithm does not require a binarization of the input image,
which makes it applicable to the palimpsest images inves-
tigated. The interested reader is referred to [YHKD09] for
a detailed explanation of the text line detection algorithm.
Before the algorithm is applied on a PCA image, a simple
preprocessing step is required: Since the PCA images show
partially the overwriting, it is necessary to modify the im-
ages: Therefore, the overwritten regions in a PCA image are
simply filled with the median gray value of the remaining
image.

Afterwards, the text line detection algorithm is applied.
The multispectral samples contained in the text line regions
are labeled as belonging to class X1, the samples in the inter-
mediate regions are labeled as belonging to the background
class X2 and the output of overwriting detection step is la-
beled as belonging to class X3. The labeled samples are then
used for the training of an LDA classifier by applying Equa-
tion 3. Afterwards, all multispectral samples - including la-
beled and unlabeled samples - are projected on the hyper-
plane found by the classifier. Thus, the dimensionality of the
multispectral scan is lowered and two resulting images are
obtained, whereby the first image enhances the underwriting
and the second image emphasizes the overwriting. These re-
sulting images are hereafter referred to as LDA images.

Figure 5 shows the LDA images enhancing the under-
writing. The images are obtained, by applying the procedure
mentioned on the PCA images shown in Figure 4. It can be
seen that the underwriting is visible in each LDA image. This
can be attributed to the fact that each PCA image is at least
showing vestiges of the underwriting. Therefore, the text line
detection algorithm is able to recognize the text line scheme
and the underwriting is enhanced in the resulting LDA im-
age.

In order to obtain a single image showing the underwrit-
ing, the PCA transformation is afterwards applied on the
LDA images showing the palimpsest text. Since the under-
writing is visible in the majority of the LDA images it is
emphasized by the first PC. This image is used in the final
step: Again, the LPP based text line detection algorithm is
applied on the resulting image and the output is used for a
further application of the LDA based dimension reduction.
Figure 6 shows the final outputs of the method proposed. It
can be seen that the overwriting image - shown in Figure
6 (left) - has a high foreground to background contrast and

Figure 6: Overall result of the LDA based enhancement
method. (Left) Image showing the overwriting. (Right) Im-
age showing the underwriting.

that the image contains barely vestiges of the underwriting.
The underwriting image - shown in Figure 6 (right) - has a
lower foreground to background contrast and the image is
blurred. This can be attributed to the fact the labeling of the
underwriting is solely based on text lines instead of charac-
ters. Thus, a certain amount of foreground pixels are labeled
falsely as belonging to the background.

A more accurate labeling could be gained by applying the
binarization approach on the LDA image showing the un-
derwriting. Unfortunately, due to the bad condition of the
’Suppl. Gr. 200’ codex the binarization algorithm cannot be
applied successfully. Nevertheless, if we compare the under-
writing image with the multispectral images and the PCA
images, we can see that the underwriting is better recogniz-
able in the LDA image.

5. Results

To the best of our knowledge there is no direct performance
measurement for the enhancement task existing. There-
fore, we provide exemplar results in order to allow for a
qualitative comparison between results obtained with the
method proposed and results gained by other techniques.
The method is compared to two unsupervised dimension re-
duction techniques, namely PCA and ICA. The ICA imple-
mentation used is the FastICA [HO00] algorithm, which is
also used in [STB07] for the enhancement of palimpsests
that are captured by a MSI system [ECBK11]. The output
of the FastICA algorithm depends on a random initializa-
tion and on several parameters. More details on the parame-
ter dependency can be found in [STB07]. Hence, we applied
the algorithm several times with different parameters and se-
lected the best outcome for the evaluation task. For the eval-
uation of the PCA performance, the best PCA outcome was
also selected manually, because a writing can be emphasized
by multiple PCs.

Figure 7 shows the PCA, ICA and LDA results gained on
the MSI data provided in Figure 2. It can be seen that under-
writing is best visible in the LDA based enhancement tech-
nique. A further comparison between enhancement results
is given in Figure 8. In this case the underwriting is again
best visible in the LDA image. However, it should be noted
that it is not guaranteed that the LDA outcome is superior to
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Figure 4: PCA images. The images are sorted based on the corresponding eigenvalues, which are sorted in a descending order.

Figure 5: LDA images.

Figure 7: Comparison between different enhancement results. From left to right: PCA image. ICA image. LDA image.

Figure 8: Comparison between different enhancement results. From left to right: UV reflectography image. PCA image. ICA
image. LDA image.
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the PCA and ICA images. Therefore, we suggest to apply all
techniques and to decide, which output is most appropriate.

A further enhancement result gained on the ’Suppl. Gr.
200’ is provided in Figure 9. The top row shows image por-
tions captured under white light and UV light. The left image
at the bottom row shows the corresponding UV reflectogra-
phy image. The right image at the bottom row of Figure 9
shows a pseudo color image that is generated based on the
LDA enhancement results. The pseudo color image is ob-
tained by inserting the image, which shows the overwriting,
into the red channel. The image showing the underwriting is
put into the remaining channels of the pseudo color image.
Easton et al. [ECBK11] report that scholars favored such
pseudo color images, since they show the over- and under-
writing at a glance.

While the enhancement results presented have been
gained on manuscripts containing palimpsest texts, the algo-
rithm has also been applied on manuscripts containing a sin-
gle writing. These manuscripts are written in a Slavic script
and one of the two books, named ’Missale Sinaiticum’, is es-
pecially degraded, since the color of the ink discolored par-
tially from black to white [MGK∗08]. An example for this
circumstance can be seen in Figure 10: The writing is barely
visible in the white light image. In contrast, the writing is
only partially visible in the UV fluorescence image. The text
is also partially visible in the NIR image, whereby the text
regions are brighter than the remaining background regions.
The corresponding enhancement results are given in the bot-
tom row of Figure 10. It can be seen that the contrast of the
writing is enhanced by all methods, whereby the PCA output
is clearly inferior to the LDA and ICA outputs. It should be
noted that in contrast to the palimpsest examples presented,
the degraded text in the ’Missale Sinaiticum’ is not always
best visible in the UV range. Instead, the writing is partially
better recognizable in the NIR range or in the visible range.
In this cases, the legibility of the text can be increased by tak-
ing images in spectral ranges that are above the UV range.

In order to evaluate the performance of the LDA based
enhancement technique, a quality assessment has been per-
formed by humans. Since such a quality assessment is a
subjective issue, it was performed by two philologists ex-
perienced in ancient Slavic scripts. Therefore, 7 test pan-
els belonging to two ancient Slavic manuscripts have been
extracted. Both manuscripts are not containing palimpsest
texts, but instead single and degraded writings. By empha-
sizing a certain character, the visual quality of another char-
acter within the same portion might be worsened if the let-
ter has a different spectral signature. Hence the scholars did
not evaluate entire image patches, but single characters in-
stead. A grouping into categories of visual quality was not
used, due to high variety of the enhancement results. In-
stead, the scholars were asked to compare single characters,
which were produced by different techniques, pairwise. The
techniques evaluated are PCA, ICA and LDA. Additionally,

Figure 11: Example of the test set. The scores assigned are
from left to right: 1, 3, 5, 4, 2 and 0.

Table 1: Average scores gained on test panels

Panel # PCA ICA MSI LDA
1 0.5/0.5 1.2/1.5 1.3/1.2 2.7/2.5
2 0.4/0.8 2.1/1.7 1.7/1.9 1.8/1.2
3 1.3/1.7 1.7/1.9 0.9/0.5 2.1/2.0
4 2.3/1.4 2.6/1.9 0.5/0.2 3.9/3.1
5 3.7/3.0 2.5/2.6 2.8/2.6 2.0/1.3
6 1.4/1.9 2.6/2.9 0.8/1.1 3.8/3.9
7 2.6/2.2 2.8/1.8 2.6/4.3 4.0/4.4

the multispectral image, which showed the writing best was
added to the test set. The philologists were not told which
method was used for the enhancement of a particular charac-
ter. For each compared letter pair, the scholars decided which
letter was found more legible and assigned a one to the su-
perior result image and a zero to the inferior counterpart.
Afterwards, the sum of the assigned scores was calculated.

An example of the test set and the assigned scores are
provided in Figure 11. The average scores gained are pro-
vided in Table 1. The first column shows the numbers of the
test panels and the remaining columns show the score gained
by the enhancement methods. The fourth column titled MSI
contains the assigned score to the multispectral image, which
showed the text best.

It can be seen that the method proposed achieves on 5 out
of 7 test panels the highest average score. On the contrary,
in the fifth test panel the algorithm gained a relative low
score of 2.0. This can be attributed to the fact that the line
detection failed on several PCA images, because the back-
ground within those PCA images is highly varying and is
partly darker than the dominant foreground color. Thus, the
enhancement method emphasizes the background variations
instead of the writing. It should be noted that the method is
highly depending on the output of text line detection step.
Hence, if the document is strongly degraded by background
clutter the algorithm fails. Additionally, in the case of dec-
orative elements - such as initials - the method is often not
capable of detecting the text line regions correctly.

6. Conclusion

This work is concerned with the enhancement of ancient
documents that are captured by MSI systems. The imag-
ing in selected narrow band spectral ranges is capable of
enhancing the contrast of degraded writings, compared to
white light illumination. However, the manuscript portions
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Figure 9: Enhancement of a portion belonging to the ’Suppl. Gr. 200’ manuscript. Top row: (Left) Image taken under white
light. (Right) UV fluorescence image. Bottom row: (Left) UV reflectography (Right) Pseudo color image.

Figure 10: Portion belonging to the Missale Sinaiticum manuscript. From left to right: (Top row) White light image. UV
fluorescence image. IR reflectography image, with a long pass filter at 800nm. (Bottom row) PCA image. ICA image. LDA
image.
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are partially illegible, even in the multispectral images. Di-
mension reduction techniques can be used to lower the di-
mensionality of the multispectral scan and to gain a further
contrast enhancement. This work makes usage of LDA based
dimension reduction. Since LDA is a supervised dimension
reduction, it is necessary to label a subset of the data as be-
longing to different classes. For this purpose, an automated
labeling strategy has been proposed that makes use of spatial
information. It has been shown that the method is capable of
enhancing the contrast of degraded writings, compared to
unprocessed multispectral images. Thus, the legibility of the
writings is enhanced and the resulting images can serve as
preprocessing step for further document analysis methods.
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